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Market Data 
Hang Seng Index 24,104 

52-week High / Low 31,183/23,681 

3-month avg. daily t/o  HK$163.0bn 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Indices Performance 

 HSI HSCEI HSTECH 

1-month -7.9%  -9.1% -12.1%  

3-month -14.1% -17.1%  -22.1%  

6-month -16.7% -24.1%  -30.5%  

Source: Bloomberg 

 

12-month HSI Performance 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Power outage is exerting more downward pressure on China’s economy, but risk 

of stagflation is very low. As the economy slows further, expectations of pro-

growth policies are rising, and the Politburo meeting at the end of this month will 

be closely watched. The HSI’s P/E and P/B are near troughs, although we do not 

expect significant re-rating soon, we see opportunities in sectors that would 

benefit from policies.  

 GDP growth moderating, PPI high but CPI subdued. Fears for stagflation 

are rising among investors, as major commodity prices are going up for longer 

than many have expected. In China, price pressures are mainly reflected in 

PPI while CPI is subdued. GDP growth is slowing down but a stagflation 

scenario is quite unlikely as growth in 2022 is expected to be ~5.5%, not so 

much lower than pre-COVID levels.  

 Policy watch: Politburo meeting at end of Oct. China’s policies have been 

a major negative factor in Q3, but there could potentially be some positive 

policy news in Q4. The Political Bureau of the CPC will hold a meeting at the 

end of Oct. Considering the recent downward pressure on the overall 

economy, there is possibility that the Politburo meeting would release pro-

growth policy signals.   

 HSI outlook: P/B at crisis low; uptrends offer support. The HSI’s adjusted 

2021E P/E (excluding new blue chips since 1H 2020) is below 10x. HSI’s P/B 

is now at 1.01x only, very close to previous troughs. Technically, HSI has once 

again fallen to its long-term uptrends since 2008 (around 23,000-24,000 now), 

which should offer good support. 

 Prefer sectors: 1) Consumer sector is less vulnerable to regulatory risks 

and power outage; 2) New energy sector would continue to benefit from 

“carbon neutral” policy in the long run and the power outage in the short run. 

Prefer selective wind power stocks which are still attractively valued; 3) New 

energy vehicle sector is also supported by China’s policy. Chips shortage is 

going to ease, and both production and sales will be strong in Q4; 4) China 

property and financial sectors’ short-term performance depends on how the 

Evergrande event unfolds. A potential re-rating catalyst is housing policy 

loosening which might be signalled by the Politburo meeting at the end of Oct. 

Once the worries on Evergrande and the property sector are alleviated, banks 

and insurers may stage a relief rally.  

 Avoid sectors sensitive to power outage, including upstream materials, 

IPPs and downstream manufacturing sectors. 

 Other things to watch: US debt ceiling. The US Department of the Treasury 

estimates that by 18 Oct, unless the Congress raises or suspends the debt 

limit, the Federal government will lack the cash to pay all its obligations, risking 

a default. Having the experiences in 2011 and 2013, investors would now 

probably be more confident that Congress will pass a last-minute deal to avoid 

defaults. As such, it is rather unlikely that the turbulent market in 2011 will 

repeat in the coming weeks.  
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China’s power outage brings further economic pressure 

 

China’s economy has been facing various headwinds in recent months, from mini-

outbreaks of COVID in some areas, regulatory tightening on various industries since Jul, 

property market risks (Evergrande crisis), to more recently power outage in about 20 

provinces.  

All these have been exerting more downward pressure on an already slowing economy. 

China’s official NBS Manufacturing PMI dropped for a sixth straight month in Sep to 49.6, 

under the expansion threshold 50 for the first time since Feb 2020 (Fig. 1). Although Caixin 

China Manufacturing PMI rebounded from 49.2 to 50.0 in Sep (Fig. 2), it has probably not 

reflected the power outage’s impact yet as Caixin’s survey was taken earlier than the NBS 

one.  

Figure 1：Official China Manufacturing PMI 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

Figure 2：Caixin China Manufacturing PMI 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

Stagflation fears overblown 

 

CPI subdued; GDP growth ~5.5% in 2022E 

Fears for stagflation are rising among investors, as major commodity prices are going up 

for longer than many have expected, including the Fed officials who described high inflation 

as “transitory”. Facing higher inflationary pressure, the Fed / ECB / BOE are contemplating 

exit strategy including tapering on asset purchases and interest rate hikes. At the same 

time, the momentum of the vaccination-driven economic recovery is somewhat dissipating. 

In China, price pressures are mainly reflected in PPI, as it is much more correlated to 

commodity prices such as coal, while CPI inflation remains subdued (0.8% YoY in Aug) 

(Fig. 3). Pork and other food prices are more important drives of CPI in China.  

China’s GDP growth is slowing down (Fig. 4) as higher base kicks in, coupled with the 

aforementioned negative factors, but a stagflation scenario is quite unlikely. Our Chief 

Economist, Edward Ding, forecasts that China’s GDP growth in 2022 would be around 

5.5% (see Chief Economist's View [in Chinese only]). That would be only slightly lower than 

pre-pandemic growth rates (5.8%-5.9% in 2H 2019).  

 

https://www.cmbi.com/article/5954.html?lang=en
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Figure 3：China’s PPI, CPI & coal price  

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

Figure 4：China’s GDP growth 

 
Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

Comparable to 2016-2017 

We reviewed several periods of PPI rising high and GDP slowing down (some traits of 

stagflation) and highlighted those periods in green boxes in Fig. 5 & 7 below:   

 2007-2008: both PPI and CPI inflation were high, while GDP growth was slowing 

down. HSCEI fell along with GDP growth rate. China’s high inflation and slowing GDP 

might have played a part in the stock market weakness, but the main culprit was US 

sub-prime crisis. 

 2010-2011: both PPI and CPI inflation stayed high for a long while, with GDP growth 

moderating. HSCEI moved sideways. Oil price surging to >US$100 was the main 

reason of high inflation.  

 2016-2017: PPI surged, while CPI stayed low. GDP growth was relatively stable at 

~7%. HSCEI kept rising. Oil price moved sideways at ~US$50. China’s coal price 

surged and drove up PPI.  

Figure 5：China’s GDP growth and CPI / PPI inflations 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

The current scenario is more similar to 2016-2017, when PPI surged due to rising coal 

price in China, but CPI stayed low, and monetary policy remained stable (rather than 

tightened to combat inflation as in 2007-2008 and 2010-2011).  
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During 2016-2017, China stocks actually rose steadily (Fig. 6), despite high PPI inflation. 

One of the reasons, in our view, was that PBOC’s monetary policy remained stable in terms 

of benchmark lending rates and RRR for major banks. To put that into perspective, PBOC 

was tightening during the other two quasi-stagflation periods.   

We are not saying China stocks will soon rise steadily as in 2016-2017, since downward 

pressure on the economy is now bigger than five years ago. But at least monetary policy 

has room for easing (e.g. another RRR cut), unlike the tightening cycles in 2007-2008 or 

2010-2011.  

Figure 6：Stock market performance in quasi-stagflation periods 

Year PPI YoY CPI YoY GDP YoY PBOC policy MSCI China HSCEI 

2007 - 2008 
Surging 
rapidly 

Surged & then 
moderated 

Cooling from 15% to 7% Tightening 
  

2010 - 2011 
Rising & stay 
high 

Rising & stay 
high 

Moderating from 12% to 
9% 

Tightening 
  

2016 - 2017 
Surging from 
low base 

Low & stable Stable at ~7% Stable 
  

2021 
Surging from 
low base 

Low & stable 
Moderating to pre-COVID 
level ~6% 

Stable   

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS                                                               

 

Figure 7：China’s interest rate & RRR 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

 

Policy watch: Politburo meeting & 6th Plenary Session 

 

 Politburo meeting to give pro-growth signals? 

China’s policies (e.g. regulatory crackdowns) have been a major negative factor to the 

stock market in Q3. Expect investors to be keeping a close eye on policies in Q4 too. But 

there could potentially be some positive policy news. The Political Bureau of the CPC will 

hold a meeting at the end of Oct. Considering the recent downward pressure on the overall 

economy, there is possibility that the Politburo meeting would release pro-growth policy 

signals.  
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 CPC 6th Plenary Session in Nov 

The sixth plenary session (六中全会) of the 19th CPC Central Committee will be held in 

Beijing in Nov. The agenda unveiled on 31 Aug includes “comprehensively reviewing the 

major achievements made and the historical experience accumulated during the Party's 

100 years of endeavour.” Since “reviewing major achievements” will be on the agenda, the 

progress / achievements of the "three tough battles" of preventing major risks, targeted 

poverty alleviation and pollution control (坚决打好防范化解重大风险、精准脱贫、污染防治

三大攻坚战) are likely to be reviewed too. Recent policies / events are related to these 

three tough battles, and have implications on relevant sectors in the stock market.  

Firstly, “preventing major risks” should include preventing systematic risks in the 

property and banking sectors. While uncertainties still remain regarding the Evergrande 

crisis, “preventing major risks” should dictate that the government would intervene when 

necessary to avoid disorderly collapse of influential developers.   

Secondly, “targeted poverty alleviation” seems to be related to the “common 

prosperity” (共同富裕) policy announced in recent months. There could be supportive 

measures on social welfare & redistribution for the lower-income class. Mass market 

consumer stocks may benefit from stronger spending power and higher demand in the 

long run. 

Thirdly, “pollution control” is in line with the Carbon neutral goal. Given that the 

current power outage highlights the importance of renewable energy, new energy sector 

is expected to remain in the spotlight in the next two months.  

 

HK stock market outlook 

 

Valuation: P/B at crisis low 

In our previous Strategy Report, we pointed out that the HSI’s adjusted 2021E P/E 

(excluding new blue chips that were added into the HSI since 1H 2020) was below 10x, 

close to 2 s.d. below 10-year average.  

Price-to-book ratio tells a similar story. HSI’s P/B is now at 1.01x only, very close to previous 

troughs.  

Figure 8：HSI’s P/B at crisis low  

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

https://www.cmbi.com/article/5894.html?lang=en
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Technical: Uptrend support and RSI divergence 

The HSI has once again fallen to its long-term uptrends since 2008 (around 23,000-24,000 

now), which should offer good support.  

Figure 9：HSI monthly chart since 2008 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

A “bullish divergence” has been formed by the HSI and its RSI, a bottoming signal.  

Figure 10：HSI has formed bullish divergence with RSI 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

 But USD strength bodes ill for China stocks 

After the latest FOMC meeting ended on 21 Sep, the USD regained momentum, because 

the Fed’s dot plot shows that the timing of their first rate hike since pandemic may move 

forward. On Fig. 11, the USD Index has just broken the neckline of its “cup and handle” 

bullish pattern, implying further upside is likely. A strong USD usually bodes ill for emerging 

markets including China.   
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Figure 11：USD Index’s “cup-and-handle” breakout 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

Sector preference 

 

Prefer Consumer, New Energy, NEV, Property & Financials  

Consumer sector is, broadly speaking, not so vulnerable to regulatory risks and power 

outage. Under the “common prosperity” policy direction, mass market consumer goods 

may enjoy higher growth.  

New energy sector would continue to benefit from “carbon neutral” policy in the long run 

and the power outage (highlighting the importance of alternative energy) in the short run. 

Note that some new energy stocks’ valuations are not cheap anymore. Prefer selective 

wind power stocks which are still attractively valued: Suntien (956 HK) and Datang 

Renewable (1798 HK). After the strong runs in recent months, accumulate on dips. 

New energy vehicle sector is also supported by China’s policy. Our NEW analysts believe 

chips shortage is going to ease starting from Oct, and both production and sales will be 

strong in Q4. Top pick is BYD (1211 HK) (See our NEV Sector Report [in Chinese only]). 

China property and financial sectors’ short-term performance depends on how the 

Evergrande event unfolds. We believe the government is likely to intervene when 

necessary to prevent disorderly collapse of influential developers. Valuations of China 

property developers are very cheap. A potential re-rating catalyst is housing policy 

loosening which might be signalled by the Politburo meeting at the end of Oct. In the 

meantime, share prices would remain volatile. Prefer quality developer CR Land (1109 HK) 

(See our Property Sector Report). As for financial sector, Chinese banks and insurers are 

deemed to be affected by the housing market risks. Once the worries on Evergrande and 

the property sector have been alleviated, banks and insurers may stage a relief rally.  

 

 

 

https://www.cmbi.com/article/5961.html?lang=en
https://www.cmbi.com/article/5957.html?lang=en
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Avoid sectors sensitive to power outage  

We suggest avoiding sectors that are most sensitive to power outage, including upstream 

materials, IPPs and downstream manufacturing sectors: 

 Manufacturers are suffering to varying extents in terms of production disruption and 

higher electricity costs (i.e. sales and margin pressures). High-power-consumption 

manufacturing industries (Cement, steel, aluminium, paper) with production bases in 

provinces identified as high-power consumption areas are the most vulnerable.  

 Coal-fired IPPs are making more losses the more electricity they generate, taking 

the burden of high coal prices. In fact, the power outage has been partly attributed to 

IPPs’ reluctance to operate at full capacity while making losses. Yet, the State-owned 

Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC / 国资委) has recently 

requested coal-fired plants to work on full capacity (“全力保障火電機組能發盡發”). 

The strong run in IPPs’ share prices (+50%-100%) over the past two months, driven 

by re-rating on their renewable energy segments, make them more susceptible to 

pullbacks now.  

 Coal producers may be the biggest winners from high-flying coal prices in terms of 

earnings, but stock market is forward looking. The big-three coal stocks have surged 

by 50%-210% YTD. Have that fully priced in the positives? Looking forward, coal price 

might be capped by increase in supply (both domestic production and foreign import).  

Figure 12：Coal stocks peaked before coal price 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS  
#Simple average of Shenhua, China Coal and Yanzhou Coal H-shares 

 

 Sector rotation 

As shown in the weekly Relative Rotation Graph (RRG) of the HSCI (Fig. 13), the two 

strongest sectors recently have been Materials and Utilities (in green ovals), but both of 

them are heading south into “Weakening” zone soon. Suggest to take profit.  

On the other end of the RRG, Property & Construction and IT (in red ovals) have been 

among the weakest sectors in recent weeks, but both of them are pointing to northeast (i.e 

showing improvement) and will probably move into “Improving” zone soon.   
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Figure 13：Weekly RRG of HSCI 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

Other things to watch  

 

US debt ceiling 

The US Department of the Treasury estimates that by 18 Oct, unless the Congress raises 

or suspends the debt limit, the Federal government will lack the cash to pay all its 

obligations, risking a default.   

Investors may take reference from the last couple of debt ceiling crises in 2011 and 2013. 

On both occasions, a default has been avoided, as Congress passed a bill just in time to 

raise or suspend the US debt limits. But on 5 Aug 2011, Standard & Poor's lowered the 

credit rating of the US from AAA to AA+, triggering selloffs in stock markets. In 2013, with 

no downgrades from major credit rating agencies, and investors more confident that 

Congress would pass a bill to raise / suspend the debt limits, S&P 500 climbed during the 

uncertain period.  

Having the experiences in 2011 and 2013, investors would now probably be more confident 

that Congress will pass a last-minute deal to avoid defaults. As such, it is rather unlikely 

that the turbulent market in 2011 will repeat in the coming weeks.  
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Figure 14：S&P 500 during US debt ceiling scares in 

2011 and 2013 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 

 

US job report 

The FOMC will meet on 2-3 Nov, when they are expected to announce the start of QE 

tapering. Before that, the US non-farm payrolls to be announced on 8 Oct is arguably the 

most important economic data. US economy added 235K jobs in Aug 2021, the lowest in 

7 months and well below forecasts of 733K. Consensus for the Sep figure is 488K. Even if 

the Sep figure misses again, it would be highly unlikely to derail the Fed’s plan to announce 

tapering in the next FOMC meeting on 2-3 Nov. 

Figure 15：US non-farm payrolls 

 

Source: Bloomberg, CMBIS 
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